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ABSTRACT

Virtual Reality has emerged as the next major technology to impact industry and change business models. As it expands into various markets and becomes more prevalent in society, proper regulations should be put in place to protect consumers and address widespread legal issues. This paper discusses the history and growth of Virtual Reality technology, the major legal concerns that loom over its expansion, and proposed recommendations on regulations and safeguards. The paper argues that in order to balance innovation and consumer protection, privacy should be immediately regulated, but the other legal issues of intellectual property, physical and torts risks, and first amendment rights should only be regulated as and when the issues emerge.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Virtual reality is here. It has long since materialized out of the pages of science fiction and is rapidly expanding its presence in our day to day lives. We are now entering an era where it is possible to experience a whole new immersive interactive environment from the comfort of our own living rooms. The potential of this technology is immeasurable and its recent evolution has been overwhelming. With today’s exponential growth in computer processing power and technological advancement, virtual reality is expanding into multiple facets of our daily lives. Imagine a world where students can experience living history, where real estate agents can give immersive house tours cross-country, where psychologists can create safe environments for treatment. These situations are all becoming a reality as virtual reality expands in the economic marketplace.

Current data shows that since 2010, virtual reality companies have seen over $4 billion dollars in investments, across over 350 deals, with no indication that this momentum will slow. ¹ Eight of the top ten technology companies in the world have invested in virtual reality development. ² Even this list leaves out major virtual reality competitors such as Facebook, Sony, LG and HTC, all of which have developed commercial VR headsets. Analysts at Goldman Sachs recently forecast that virtual reality “has the potential to spawn a multibillion-dollar industry, and possibly be as game changing as the advent of the PC.” ³ Their market research projects the base level of virtual reality industry revenue at $80 billion dollars by 2025, while an accelerated uptake scenario puts it at a massive $182 billion dollars. ⁴ According to research from Canalys, a leading global technology market analyst firm, vendors are estimated to ship 6.3 million virtual reality headsets globally in 2016. ⁵ Although the virtual reality market is currently dominated by the video game industry, it has the potential to impact a variety of industries and evolve their business models. Goldman Sachs outlined the nine biggest markets for virtual reality as videogames, live events, video
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entertainment, healthcare, real estate, retail, engineering and military. See Chart Below.

**Exhibit 4: Our 2025 base case VR/AR software assumptions by use case**

As virtual reality continues to expand into these various markets and becomes prevalent in society, we must ensure that there are proper regulations in place to protect consumers and address widespread legal issues. In order to balance innovation and consumer protection, privacy should be immediately regulated. However, other legal issues that relate to intellectual property, physical and torts risks, and first amendment rights should be regulated only as they emerge. This paper discusses the growth of virtual reality technology, the major legal concerns that loom over its expansion, and proposed recommendations for regulations and safeguards as the technology continues to advance.

**II. WHAT IS VIRTUAL REALITY?**

Virtual reality, commonly shortened to “VR”, is a computer generated three dimensional world that simulates a user’s physical presence and allows the user to interact with objects in that world. This virtual world is meant to be
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experienced as the real world is: through artificial sensory experiences of sight, sound, touch and smell. Virtual reality environments are promoted as a means to free oneself from the traditional confines of the physical body. However, virtual reality technology relies heavily on the physical body. It reacts directly to typical body movements and sensations to translate the physical information into a virtualized environment to create the experience of immersion. Immersion is the key feature of the current development of virtual reality.

There have traditionally been two different types of virtual reality. The less commonly known type of virtual reality is “Desktop” VR, which presents three dimensional images on a high resolution computer screen. The more common and rapidly expanding form of virtual reality is known as “immersion” VR. Immersion virtual reality involves a wearable headgear that contains video screens and audio attachments allowing users to see and hear the virtual world. The equipment tracks a user’s movements and modifies the graphics to correspond to physical movements, so what a user sees changes as their perspective changes. Although both forms of virtual reality allow a user to control movement and interaction within the virtual world, immersion virtual reality technology and headsets are rapidly growing and being praised as the future of computers.

III. HISTORY OF VIRTUAL REALITY

From iPhones to drones, over the past few decades many of the technological advances that were only dreamed of in science fiction have amazingly become reality. In the 1930’s the science fiction story Pygmalion’s Spectacles by Stanley G. Weinbaum describes a pair of goggles that contain “a movie that gives one sight and sound [. . .] taste, smell, and touch. [. . .] You are in the story, you speak to the shadows [characters] and the shadows reply, and
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instead of being on a screen, the story is all about you, and you are in it.”18 This is an uncanny description of what current virtual reality technology headsets are attempting to provide users. It took many failed experiments, patents and products over the past century to get virtual reality successfully out of the pages of science fiction and into consumer hands.

The first attempts at virtual reality can be traced back to the 1950s with the creation of the Sensorama by cinematographer Morton Heilig.19 Eventually patented in 1962, the Sensorama was an “arcade style theater cabinet” that attempted to stimulate all the senses with a stereoscopic 3D display, fans, smell generators and a vibrating chair.20 A year later in 1961, two engineers created “the headsight” which was a head mounted display (HMD) that incorporated a rudimentary motion tracking system. Although the headsight didn’t have computer and image generation integration, it was the first step in the evolution of the virtual reality headset.21

In 1965, Ivan Sutherland, often referred to as the father of VR, took a massive step in the pursuit of virtual reality by imagining “the ultimate display” concept to form “a room within which the computer can control the existence of matter.”22 He turned his idea into a prototype with a tracking system built into the head mount called the “Sword of Damocles” in 1968. The system was suspended from the ceiling and required the user to be strapped into the device.23

In the 1970s and 1980s, there were large advancements in computers, as well as flight simulators. This continued the advancement of virtual reality technology in the private sector, as well as in military and government agencies like NASA.24 Even with all of the development within the field, there was still no term available to describe the technology.25 Jaron Lanier, founder of the visual programming lab (VPL) finally coined the term “virtual reality” in 1987 to describe the research area.26

The 1990s saw a period of growth within the arcade and video game sector.27 In 1991, Virtuality Group Arcade Machines created a range of virtual
reality arcade games and machines. In 1993, SEGA announced the Sega VR headset for the Sega Genesis Console. However, due to difficulties that arose in technical development, the headset never made it past the prototype and resulted in a large financial loss for SEGA. In 1995, Nintendo failed to enter the market with the Nintendo Virtual Boy. Despite the initial widespread interest in virtual reality video games, the string of failures led to a substantial withdrawal in research and production of the technology by the late 90s.

Throughout the late 90s and early 2000s, the “death of VR” became a standard narrative and the few virtual reality companies that still operated had a much lower profile. Research largely shifted to the military and despite advances in 3D graphics, there was little to no association with “virtual reality.” In spite of the rapid advances in personal computing, virtual reality development was essentially dormant until 2012. In 2012, the Oculus Rift was revealed through a Kickstarter campaign. This triggered a widespread virtual reality resurgence.

IV. CURRENT VIRTUAL REALITY TECHNOLOGY

Investment in the field of technology is booming now that we are in an age of virtual reality’s resurgence. The major differences between the present virtual reality age and its predecessor of the 90’s are the current technological advancements and subsequent resources. This time around, major technology giants have been funding the progress and dedicating resources necessary to drive innovation. Goldman Sachs created a timeline to illustrate the major players and current investments gaining traction. See chart below:
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The biggest current virtual reality technology products are the: Google Cardboard, Samsung Gear VR, HTC Vive, PlayStation VR, and of course the Oculus Rift. The Google Cardboard and the Samsung Gear VR are the two most accessible forms of virtual reality because they are powered by existing smartphones and cost less than a hundred dollars. The PlayStation VR, in contrast, is unique because it is the only virtual reality device powered by an existing video game console. The HTC Vive and Oculus Rift are the two most popular VR devices designed to run off personal computers (“PCs”).

The Oculus Rift is arguably the most recognized name in virtual reality because it jumpstarted the new virtual reality rush after its Kickstarter popularity in 2012. In March of 2014 Mark Zuckerberg announced Facebook’s acquisition of Oculus for more than $2 billion dollars. The Oculus headset includes a brilliant OLED display and 360-degree positional head-tracking technology to fully immerse the viewer. Mark Zuckerberg indicates that Facebook not only intends to take Oculus far beyond gaming and has said that virtual reality “is really a new communication platform.” Accordingly, Zuckerberg also invites people to “imagine enjoying a court side seat at a game, studying in a classroom
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of students and teachers all over the world or consulting with a doctor face-to-face—just by putting on goggles in your home.”

All of the massive technology companies, including Facebook, have invested in virtual reality, knowing it will transcend its current videogame focus into broader platforms. For example, Goldman Sachs identifies nine major markets that virtual reality is set to disrupt: videogames, live events, video entertainment, healthcare, real estate, retail, engineering and military. These nine categories are subsequently divided into consumer driven markets, enterprise driven markets and public sector spending. As virtual reality expands into these markets and creates new platforms that have the potential to reach millions of people around the world, we need to look at the potential ramifications and anticipate the legal issues that might emerge.

V. MAJOR LEGAL ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH VIRTUAL REALITY

As the supply of virtual reality devices increases and the use of the technology expands, consumers, developers and manufacturers will likely soon be confronted with a range of legal issues. Given that virtual reality is an entirely new medium, it is unknown what legal complications may arise in relation to virtual reality headsets. The technology has progressed at a speed faster than the law and therefore, there is little, if any, regulation of the market. There is also the question as to whether new laws should be created or modified to adjust with existing law. No precedent exists for virtual reality, meaning that any legal disputes will mostly be handled on an ad hoc basis. Furthermore, while there are cases from comparable mediums, such as film, music, video games, board games, and amusement parks, that can serve as guidelines for virtual reality, VR headsets have an unparalleled level of interactivity, thereby creating novel deviations to different legal issues.

The likelihood of major legal issues arising will potentially range from privacy risks, to products liability and physical torts cases, to various IP issues such as copyright, and even first amendment freedom of speech claims. The legal implications of the technology are also largely being shaped by the User
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Licensing Agreements of the individual products, such as the “Terms of Use” provided for the Oculus Rift. The following sections will analyze each major legal issue associated with virtual reality technology and look to videogame law for comparable precedent, as it is the most similar medium in terms of function, technology and consumer base.

A. Privacy

Privacy concerns have been a central issue associated with emerging technologies, and our new societal norm of being constantly connected. For example, Facebook generates $5.6 billion dollars a year by monitoring all of our online activity and feeding the data to marketers. Seeing as Facebook owns the foremost virtual reality company Oculus, legal privacy concerns should be at the forefront of any dialogue about virtual reality regulation.

Within a virtual environment, every single behavior can be tracked and manipulated, dramatically expanding the scope of potential privacy concerns. Within virtual reality worlds data can be categorized as either involving identifiable personal information (IPI) or non-identifiable personal information (non-IPI). IPI is information about personal characteristics of the user including culture, age, religion, employment, credit history, and personal contact information. Non-IPI usually refers to “in-world” information about virtual activities within the virtual world that do not link the online persona to the user’s actual identity. In general, IPI receives much more privacy protection than non-IPI. However, because the virtual reality technology is so new, it is unclear whether there is an expectation of privacy for non-IPI activities. Violations of consumer privacy could result in companies being investigated by the FTC and state regulators.

Facebook’s Oculus Rift is already in hot water with many critics, consumers and even a member of Congress for the privacy concerns that have emerged out of its terms of service. Essentially, when users agree to Oculus’ Terms and Conditions agreement, they give Oculus the right to automatically collect and share data regarding where and how they interact with their virtual
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reality experience. This includes their physical movements and dimensions, GPS location information, information on how they access the services, what they install, and various other activities. The Oculus Rift is also the type of device that is always on and regularly sends updates back to Facebook’s servers. This leads to further concerns about when the information will be collected. Oculus Rift’s Terms set a dangerous precedent for other virtual reality devices with regard to privacy.

Senator Al Franken (D-Minnesota), who sits on the Senate Privacy and Technology Subcommittee wrote an open letter to Oculus VR on April 7, 2016 responding to their Terms of Service and asking it to provide more information on how it is addressing the issue of privacy. The involvement of a US Senator illustrates how significant the privacy concerns are within the field of virtual reality, and could lead to direct legal regulation from Congress to protect consumer information. However, there have been similar events and concerns associated with videogame consoles that have not led to any reform or change in privacy attitudes.

Videogame consoles provide the most direct comparison for the analysis of current privacy laws, trends and attitudes. Modern videogame companies and consoles have expanded the amount of data that they record and have thus been confronted by a series of privacy debates in recent years. In April 2011, PlayStation Network (PSN) was hacked, leading to one of the largest data breaches in history. The hack compromised the personal data and credit card information of over 77 million users. This led to public, media, and governmental outcry and demands for change. However, besides the $171 million dollars that the hack cost Sony, there were no further repercussions or changes in privacy protection.

In 2013, Microsoft was also the target of privacy related outcry when it announced that its Xbox One’s Kinect camera feature would need to be
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connected and always on in order to function properly. This triggered massive concern about the camera’s surveillance capabilities and questions about how the data would be stored and used. Publicity over the Kinect camera feature led to an analysis about the differences in US privacy laws and European privacy laws. Professor Joshua Fairfield from Washington and Lee School of Law explains that “Europeans think that the right to privacy is more robust, and require consumers to affirmatively opt in to monitoring programs, rather than opting out, which is the U.S. rule.” There were also concerns that the always on camera would violate the recently amended Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (“The Act”). The Act requires operators of websites or online services directed to children to obtain parental consent when collecting personal information from a child under the age of 13. However, despite all of the privacy concerns and outcry, no new protective actions were taken by the government, and Microsoft moved forward with its product with little to no repercussions.

As illustrated by videogame console examples, privacy and data regulation in the United States is minimal and consent driven. Although decisional privacy, which ensures personal autonomy in making personal decisions, is protected under the Fourteenth Amendment, there is currently no provision in the U.S. Constitution that has been recognized to provide protection for informational privacy. Informational privacy has been defined as the “‘right to be let alone’ – to avoid disclosure of personal information about oneself, either to the government or to the world at large.” It has been suggested that informational privacy protection can develop out of the of the ‘zone of privacy’ apparent in the ‘penumbras’ of the Constitution and Fourteenth Amendment noted in Griswold v. Connecticut and Roe v. Wade. Since Roe, the court has acknowledged several fundamental rights under decisional privacy: “marriage, procreation, contraception, family relationships, child rearing, education” and
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“certain intimate conduct.” Considering that an aspect of virtual reality is decision based, it might be possible to extend the Fourteenth Amendment decisional privacy protection to decisions made within a virtual reality world. However, the majority of the privacy concerns surrounding the technology firmly fall under the unprotected category of informational privacy.

Informational privacy has thus far been addressed by the Supreme Court in the following cases: *Whalen v. Roe*, *Nixon v. Administrator of General Services*, *NASA v. Nelson*, and *United States v. Jones*. Despite the discussions of informational privacy in these cases, the court has yet to clarify if there is a right to informational privacy, what level of scrutiny would be applied, or what might infringe upon this possible right. The lower courts are fractured on the issue, with the majority ruling in favor of a broad right to informational privacy along with a form of heightened scrutiny. State law does not provide any further clarification because state remedies do not cover the full range of privacy issues and mostly only provide protection if there has been dissemination of “highly offensive” private matters to a wide audience. Therefore, it is not likely that state law or existing informational privacy case law will provide much protection for the valuable private information that is at risk through the use of virtual reality technology.

Perhaps the emergence of virtual reality will bring about a change in privacy rights and legislation. However, there is concern that it could follow the precedent set by videogame consoles and remain relatively unregulated. As virtual reality technology continues to become ingrained in day-to-day society and expands the scope of what data is tracked and collected, hopefully it will trigger greater legal privacy protection for users across multiple platforms.

**B. Intellectual Property:**

With the growth of virtual reality “worlds” comes a number of legal questions about how different players will be able to create, use and enforce their intellectual property within virtual reality. In general, copyrighted or trademarked content that is uploaded into a virtual reality world is protected by the same standards that would apply in the real world setting. Any created coded content that is sold within a virtual reality world is protectable by
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copyright.\textsuperscript{78} Any brands which are developed and sold within a virtual reality world can be registered as a trademark.\textsuperscript{79} However there are likely possible twists in these rights as there are questions as to what is original and capable of copyright and trademark protection within a virtual environment.\textsuperscript{80}

Case precedent in videogame law suggests that current copyright and trademark laws can be used to analyze any potential infringement within virtual reality. For example, in 2008 the Ninth Circuit ruled in \textit{E.S.S. Entm’t 2000, Inc. v. Rock Star Videos, Inc.} that trademark law and the Lanham Act could be extended to virtual strip clubs within the videogame Grand Theft Auto.\textsuperscript{81} The court applied the \textit{Rogers v. Grimaldi} two-pronged test, stating that an artistic work’s use of a trademark that otherwise would violate the Lanham Act is not actionable “unless the [use of the mark] has no artistic relevance to the underlying work whatsoever, or if it has some artistic relevance, unless [it] explicitly misleads as to the source or the content of the work.”\textsuperscript{82} Therefore because the videogame was found to be “artistic,” it did not violate trademark law.\textsuperscript{83} Accordingly, virtual reality content will likely fall into the same “artistic” category as videogames and therefore likely receive the same trademark protections. Furthermore, virtual reality case law may mimic the trajectory of video game case law, with IP rights developing through case law as the technology progresses.

As with videogames, the Terms of Service and use for virtual reality products will likely attempt to divert traditional ownership of intellectual property to the virtual reality provider company.\textsuperscript{84} For example, Oculus’ terms of service provide that if you create something using Oculus’ services, you surrender all rights to that work and Oculus may use it for its own purposes at any time.\textsuperscript{85} For example, if a developer creates interactive artwork within Oculus, Facebook can then use it for an advertisement without the developer’s permission.\textsuperscript{86} It is still unclear whether this contract will be found to be unconscionable and if that result may transform intellectual property rights within virtual reality.\textsuperscript{87}

Existing trademark and copyright law coupled with well drafted terms of service can govern the majority of current interactions between companies,
creators, users and world owners in virtual worlds. Nevertheless, the evolving nature of virtual reality will prompt novel IP questions that will need to be addressed by either technological fixes, legislation or new case law.88

C. Physical and Torts Risks

Virtual reality headsets are still technically new and experimental devices with the potential for real world injuries and resulting torts product liability legal concerns. Of the various legal issues associated with virtual reality, “consumer safety, products liability, and tort/negligence appear to be the most glaring issues.”89 One of the widespread concerns that remains is motion sickness, also known as “virtual reality sickness.”90 Within the first several weeks that the Oculus and HTC Vive were released and reviewed, many cases of nausea had been reported.91 The US Army has deemed the Oculus Rift and related devices as too risky for soldier training purposes.92 Douglas Maxwell, science and technology manager at the U.S. Army Simulation and Training Technology Center, explained that “if one of these devices makes me or my staff sick, there is no chance that I will put it in front of a solider.”93 Going beyond mere nausea, there are concerns of long term brain damage as a result of the full-screen immersion by devices like the Oculus Rift.94 Biomedical Engineer and augmented reality “genius” Rony Abovitz has advised that “the brain is very neuroplastic… and there is no doubt that near-eye stereoscopic 3D systems [like the Rift] have the potential to cause neurologic change.”95 However, given the novelty of the technology, it is too soon to determine whether or not virtual reality devices will in fact have negative cognitive side-effects.

Nevertheless, while companies are actively working to reduce the physical risks associated with the technology, there is potential for a long latency period. Other physical risks have the potential to emerge years down the line.96 In the event of uncovered cognitive damage or other safety disputes, users will likely attempt to sue on the basis of strict liability for products defects. Other
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potential claims include negligence, breach of warranties, and breach of consumer protections acts. 97

The potential health hazards create a lot of legal uncertainty for both the companies and consumers. This is resulting in massive warnings and safeguards placed within the terms of service in order to potentially shield companies from personal injury and liability suits. 98 The Oculus Terms of Service include numerous safety warnings for discomfort, seizures, avoiding injury from your surroundings, repetitive stress, interference with medical devices and risk to children. 99 Also included are fixed arbitration clauses and bars on class action lawsuits. 100 While these warnings and terms of use greatly reduce the ability for consumers to sue and recover with traditional torts remedies, there are no common comparisons that help provide guidance to do so. 101

Nintendo provides the best example of a company dealing with analogous tort claims, stemming from the danger of their Wii remotes. 102 A series of lawsuits claimed that the Wii remotes were unsafe after they flew from people’s hands and crashed into TVs and injured other people. 103 Nintendo won the lawsuits because of the clear warnings and safety cards about proper usage that shipped along with the console. 104 Users or bystanders that suffer damage as a result of virtual reality devices will, like the Nintendo users, attempt to sue. However as illustrated by the Nintendo litigation, it will be very difficult for plaintiffs to recover because of the plethora of safety warnings and clauses that ship along with virtual reality products.

As the technology incorporates the efforts of both of hardware makers and application developers, there is also the question of source of liability. 105 Current case law in comparable industries demonstrates a pattern of the cases being resolved in favor of defendants involved in “the creation and dissemination of creative works.” 106 Ultimately however, only time will truly tell how these legal issues associated with virtual reality, and inevitable cases will be resolved.
D. First Amendment Freedom of Speech

Virtual reality is providing users with an unprecedented level of interactivity and the ability to fully immerse a user in experiences. As such, it is expected that virtual reality content will lead to debates about the First Amendment right to freedom of speech. It has long been established that film and television portrayals of gratuitous violence and torture are protected by the First Amendment. What happens when virtual reality makes it possible to not only watch, but experience and perpetrate violence? Should the First Amendment be used to protect this form of conduct that is otherwise rejected in civilized society?

For purposes of freedom of speech extension, the leading field of comparison is videogame law. In Brown v. Entertainment Merchants Association, the Supreme Court held “that despite the increasing degree of interactivity in video games, such works are considered creative expressions entitled to First Amendment protection.” VR content manufacturers may similarly try to insulate their content.

However, under the First Amendment, the right to freedom of speech generally protects expression but does not extend to non-expressive conduct, such as driving a car. Some may argue that the immersive nature of virtual reality makes it more analogous to driving a car, and therefore not expressive or protected under the First Amendment. The Supreme Court case of Spence v. Washington established a test that draws a line for what could constitute expression in a virtual reality environment. As explained by Professor Blitz, “under the “Spence test,” an act such as burning a flag or walking down a street—which is neither a use of words, nor another recognized form of expression—may nonetheless count as First Amendment expression when the individual undertaking the act is using it in such a way that conveys a particularized message to an audience likely to understand that message, given the context.” Thus, in a virtual reality world, riding in a virtual car would not be an expressive act, while painting a virtual picture or burning a virtual flag in protest would be protected by the First Amendment.

Proponents have expanded upon First Amendment protection within virtual reality by arguing that private virtual reality experiences deserve stronger
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First Amendment protection, even if they are not speech or expression. In *Stanley v. Georgia*, the Supreme Court held that the free speech clause protects people against government restriction of our “beliefs . . . thoughts . . . emotions and . . . sensations” in addition to speech. Thus, the free speech clause protects the realm of fantasies, which is the particular realm that virtual reality offers users in entering when they put on the head mounted display. Accordingly, under *Stanley v. Georgia*, private virtual reality experiences within this fantasy could be fully protected by the First Amendment.

The virtual reality experience is so unique and different from other experiences that it is still very unclear how much First Amendment protection the technology will receive. Ultimately, only time will tell if this becomes a significant issue or if conduct otherwise rejected in civilized society, such as torture and violence, will be protected within virtual reality.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS ON REGULATION

Virtual reality is still a new emerging field of technology with a variety of legal issues that may or may not materialize. As such, formal regulation is still very difficult and would not likely be very effective until the passage of time uncovers the main issues. There will always be a level of self-regulation conducted by the VR companies themselves as they create and police the use of their technology. But there remains concern that users and developers will need additional layers of protection from these companies themselves. Therefore, we must also set a framework for outside regulation to comprehensively guard the industry and protect their users.

A difficulty commonly associated with regulating an emerging technology such as virtual reality is protecting innovation. If regulation is introduced too quickly, it could stifle the natural evolution of the technology. However, if technological advancement goes unchecked, it could lead to hazardous situations and irreversible damage. In order to balance these interests for virtual reality, we must separate privacy from the other legal issues described above. Privacy concerns should be directly regulated as soon as possible to protect consumers. However, the other legal issues of intellectual property, physical and torts risks, and First Amendment rights should be addressed as they emerge. Although this would result in reactive regulation for these issues, proactive regulation might not be very accurate and could result in a chilling effect on the development of the technology.
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A. Privacy Regulation

The privacy rights associated with virtual reality devices should be addressed as quickly as possible to protect consumer information. The personal information that users give to VR companies, in addition to the information gathered from users’ actions and decisions while using the virtual reality technology, should be broadly protected. We cannot afford to wait to regulate privacy rights because the companies are already collecting user information and the damage is already occurring. Oculus’s Terms of Use illustrates this danger currently. Reactive regulation would likely have little effect, as the companies would have already collected so much data that there would be no effective way to retrieve it. Furthermore, the longer we wait to regulate the privacy rights, the higher the risk that there will be a shift in our collective privacy norms and a public acceptance of a lack of privacy.

There is already an immense generational divide in online privacy perspectives. A 2013 University of Southern California study found that millennials were much more willing to release their personal data or web behavior to online businesses.\(^{121}\) More than half of the millennials surveyed indicated they would trade personal information in exchange for something else.\(^{122}\) Virtual reality technology is being most heavily marketed towards millennials. If privacy regulations are not established quickly, companies like Facebook might be able to collect VR data with little concern for the majority of their consumers.

There are various ways for the regulation of virtual reality privacy to begin through the public. Hopefully Senator Al Franken’s letter to Oculus regarding privacy will be answered and the reply will create a public dialogue about the necessity of privacy regulation. With enough dialogue, there could be regulation that emerges from the companies themselves as a result of the social pressure to protect privacy. More likely, however, is the U.S. government stepping in to regulate user privacy. Perhaps the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) or the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) could step in to regulate virtual reality privacy. A special committee within one of these commissions could potentially set limits upon what kind of personal data can be collected and the specific ways in which it can be used. They could set enforcement guidelines and provide sanctions against VR companies that have been found in violation. Furthermore, they could aid consumers in pursuing private causes of actions in the event of data breaches and leaks. It is likely that in order to enact such broad privacy protection and impose these regulations upon VR companies, new government legislation would be needed to give the FTC or
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FCC legitimacy and power. A special committee within these agencies would be able to operate with much more authority if the power was granted through new legislation.

Legislators should look to provide privacy protection not only in terms of virtual reality, but on the broadest scope possible. Informational privacy should be protected in the United States as an absolute value. In Western Europe, informational privacy is protected as a fundamental human right. Europe illustrates that not only is it feasible to extend privacy protection, but that doing so has the potential to reduce litigation. The US should follow the example of Europe and provide wider privacy rights, especially in light of the emergence of new technologies that keep facilitating further privacy violations.

By regulating virtual reality privacy rights, it is possible to not only safeguard VR consumers, but also help shift privacy norms among the new generations online as well. Regulating privacy rights will likely not stifle the innovation of virtual reality technology, as constant user data is not necessary or fundamental for the progression of the field. Therefore, there is little risk and lots of incentive for rapid regulation of virtual reality privacy rights.

B. Intellectual Property, Torts, and First Amendment Regulation

Intellectual Property, Torts, and First Amendment regulation, on the other hand, should not be subject to new regulation until the passage of time reveals potential concerns that might merit regulation. The wait-and-see approach is more appropriate for these legal issues as they are yet to fully emerge, so reactive regulation will suffice. The negative ramifications of early regulation far outweigh any potential risks posed by waiting. With regard to IP, tort claims and freedom of speech rights, any overreaching regulation pose a threat to the developers, creators and manufacturers of the technology. Regulation without cause could stifle the creation of new VR technology and impact the way that users interact with the technology. In examining virtual worlds, Professor Albert Lin of UC Davis School of Law argues that “extending property, tort, or criminal protections to virtual worlds may undermine their attractiveness to users as places of intrigue, escape, and freedom. Incorporating private property protections also may infringe upon the freedom of virtual world designers, stifling the evolution of virtual worlds.” The impact of these forms of regulation on both VR creators and users would result in a chilling effect upon the technology and potentially hinder widespread adoption.

Tort, IP and First Amendment law is so expansive that it is unclear what novel issues will emerge in the future. While it is certain that virtual reality will
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give rise to various tort claims, it currently does not present any unusual concerns that would result in cases of first impression. Any tort claims will likely fit into the established case law. Therefore, there is no need for any new regulatory tort response specific to virtual reality technology at this time.

Unlike privacy concerns, IP, tort and First Amendment challenges can be addressed retroactively and on a more case by case basis. Unless these legal issues become widespread, legal precedent should more than suffice in providing guidelines and remedies. Furthermore, the VR companies themselves will be able to self-regulate these issues to a certain extent internally through their content and terms of use. Therefore, to balance risks and promote innovation, lawmakers should refrain from regulating IP, tort, and first amendment issues until it becomes necessary.

VII. CONCLUSION

Virtual reality is positioned to become the next great technological innovation to gain mass adoption and ingrain itself in our national norms. This paper has discussed the growth of the technology and the immediate legal issues that we will face within the next five to ten years. Once we discover and address these legal issues as they emerge alongside the current VR technology, we must also look to safeguard against the future issues that might come with the mass adoption of this technology.

Just as science fiction predicted the first forms of virtual reality goggles in the 1930s, current sci-fi authors are focusing on worlds where life within virtual reality has mostly replaced real life. Ready Player One by Ernest Cline illustrates a world where the environment has been decimated, world governments have fallen, and people have turned completely to virtual reality to escape.126 Although this science fiction example is quite extreme, we do not yet know the extent of virtual reality’s future issues. We must guard our society from the negative ramifications of virtual reality technology through constant dialogue and careful regulation. Safeguarding our consumption without stifling future innovation is essential because the new age of virtual reality is here.

126 ERNEST CLINE, READY PLAYER ONE (2011).